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PLANFORM OF GLOBAL MANTLE CONVECTION PATTERN FOR VENUS; 
R.R. Hemck, and R.J. Phillips, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist 
University, Dallas, TX 75275 

Introduction. Recent work (1,2) has sug ested that, for a fairly robust set of f conditions, the pattern of mantle convection or an Earth-sized planet should be 
that of isolated upwellin amidst an interconnected network of sheetlike 
downwellings. Because it !r' as been ar ed that long-wavelength P Venus reflects, at least in part, the e ects of mantle convection (3), 
may be an ideal place to examine this concept despite the lack of 
tion. We have tested this idea by constructing a model that assumes that the 
Venusian long-wavelength topography and gravitational potential are caused by 
density anomalies due to convection and near-surface effects. Near-surface effects 
may include crustal thickness variations, lithos heric density or temperature 
anomalies, etc., but wi l l  hereafter be lumped into & e term "crustal thickening". At 
the long wavelengths used, near-surface effeds cannot be resolved from one anoth- 
er with the avadable data. Using inversion techniques, we have transformed 
spherical harmonic models of the Venusian topography (4) and gravitational 
potential (5) into global maps of crustal thickening and the mantle convection pat- 
tern. These maps can be used further to iden* large-scale topographic features ' 

that are dynamically maintained. 
Procedure. Crustal thiclrening can be represented by variations in surface 

densi on a spherical shell located at  the mean depth of the base of the nvst (as- 
sum e? to be 15 Inn below mean planetary radius (6)). Aseurmn g Airy isostasy, a 
sim le linear relationshi exists between the spherical harmonic coefficients 
(s& s) of the crustal she lf and those of the resulting topo aphy and potential (7). 

A density of 2900 kg/m3 was assumed. 
r For the otential this relationship is different for each sp erical harmonic degree. 

Most of the contribution to dynamically su ported topography and geoid sig- 
nals comes from density shc tu re  due to man 8 e temperature anomalies associa- 
ted with the upper boundary layer of convection (8). Thus we represent mantle 
contribution to the geoid and to graphy by a second shell of varying surface 
density laced at an appropriate epth in the upper mantle. In the calculations a F 8" 
depth o 200 km was used. We follow previous work (9,lO) that has solved 
simplified forms of the Navier-Stokes equations to dwelop ations for kernels 
that relate the SHCs of the shell to the surface gravitation 3 potential and the 
geoid to topography ratio. The model assumes that the mantle is a Newtonian, in- 
compressible viscous fluid. The core is assumed to be inviscid and a free-sli con- 
dition is used at  the core-mantle boundary. The core was assigned a ra $ 'us of 
3300 km and a density of 9900 kg/m3. The mantle was assumed to be isoviscous 
with a viscosie of 1.0 x 1021 Pa s and was assigned a density of 4400 kg./m3, A 
value of 8.87 m/s2 was used for gravitational acceleration throughout the mantle. 
The calculated kernels were used to dwelop a linear relationship between the 
SHCs of the mantle shell and the SHCs of the topography and potential field. This 
relationship is different for each spherical harmonic degree. 

The result is that for each spherical harmonic degree a 2 x 2 matrix relates the 
two SHCs of the surface densit shells to the SHCs of the topogra hic and poten- 
tial fields. We inverted each o P , these matrices and multi lied by e SHCs of the H ?h 
topography and gravitational potential to calculate the S Cs for the crustal thick- 
ening and mantle convection shells. A 5 x 5 degree grid s acing was used to pro- 
duce the global maps to degree and order 10 of d t h i c k e n i n g  and upper 
mantle density pattern shown in Figures 1 and 2. The mantle convection shell 
was then forward transformed to produce SHCs for only the dynamic contribution 
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to the to graphic field, This is shown in Figure 3 with the total topography to de- 
gree an f' order 10 shown in Figure 4 for c o m ~ a r h n .  The crustal thickening con- 
tribution to topogra hy can be found by divibng the values in Figure 1 by the neg- B ative of the crustal ensity. 

Discussion. The mantle flow field has a pattern of isolated upwellings (un- 
shaded) amidst an i n t e r c o ~ e d e d  network of downwellings in reasonably good 
agreement with the predictions of (1) and (2). Figure 3 shows that the on1 large- 

L aii scale, highelevation features that are predicted to be rimarily dynamic y sup- 
rted are Thetis (-20N, 130E), Atla (ON, 195E) and ta (30N, 280E) Regiones. 

&um 1 shows that Ovda Regio (-SN, 90E) and Ishtar Terra (70N, OE), for exam- 
ple, appear to be supported primarily by near-surface effects. 

DYNAMIC INVERSION - CRUSTAL SHELL (15 km) 
C.I. 2.096 k@m"2. pusiaue shaded 

DYNAMIC INVERSION - MANTLE SHEU (2W km) 
C.I. 2.096 kg/mW2, pwltive shaded 
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